
MONTANA SAPPHIRE MYTH BUSTER

By Jeffery Bergman - SSEF SGC, AGA ASG


“The majority of the material found in Rock Creek requires heat treatment before it can 
be used in the gemstone market. Rock Creek sapphire responds particularly well to 
heat treatment, transforming bluegreen sapphires to a deeper blue color saturation.” – 
Wheat, B. “Mining Sapphires in Montana” TJN Colors
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“Most Montana sapphires undergo heat treatment to deepen pale color or to give color to 
colorless stones. When heated under oxidizing conditions, these gems often become bright 
yellow. Under reducing conditions, a deep blue hue arises.” – Rice, A. “Why We Love Montana 
Sapphires and Yogo Sapphires” IGS.


65%-70% of the pale blue, pale green and near-colorless Rock Creek, Montana sapphires 
could be heated to well-saturated blue and yellow colors with some improvement in clarity as 
well. – Emmett, J., Douthit, T. Winter 1993 G&G
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“1. Some Montana sapphire sources like Yogo, do not respond to heat.


2. Eldorado Bar will act differently, and Rock Creek is its own animal.


3. Heating of Montana sapphires will NOT cause the 450nm absorption to disappear.


4. Australian, Thai Cambodia, various African, even some Burmese, all can show significant 
450nm Abs. This Fe presence does not suggest or indicate anything but a noticeable Fe 
absorption. Not origin or lack of heat.” - Bear Williams of Stone Group Laboratories


So, an absorption line at about 450nm is NOT an indicator of an unheated sapphire, and 
CERTAINLY NOT an indicator of Montana, or of any origin for that matter. There is really no 
excuse in our modern era of instant information access for gross mis-information to be spread 
by any gemologist, let alone one who is paid to teach!
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Reference Links


https://www.gia.edu/doc/Heat-Treating-the-Sapphires-of-Rock-Creek-Montana.pdf

https://www.gia.edu/gems-gemology/winter-2015-alluvial-sapphires-montana-inclusions-
geochemistry-indications-metasomatic-origin?

http://www.tnjcolors.com/HTML/Mining_Sapphires_in_Montana.html

https://www.gemsociety.org/article/montana-sapphires-yogo-sapphires/

https://www.earthstreasury.com/heat-treatment-of-montana-sapphires/
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